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Article Body:
A Watch is the single most important accessory that is worn by any person. The watch stands fo
The contemporary watch

The design of contemporary watches can range from the ultra-modern to the classic and from fun

There are special watches that can be used while embarking on a particular activity, like deep
Difficulty in choosing

Choosing a watch for your needs is a difficult process, so imagine what choosing a watch for s

Your choice is after all your own choice, and will have no bearing on the personal taste of an
The need
You must thoroughly analyze what you need the watch for. Answer questions like: Do I need the
This is the first factor that would dictate your choice of the watch.
The purpose

The purpose of the watch is of paramount importance. You might be surprised with this tip, but

They use it like an accessory and a thing of beauty. For them, time is just one aspect, but mo
The features

So what are the definitive features that you are looking for in the watch? Is it a great desig

All watches have certain key features, which are common across all watches. However, if you wa
The watch face

Itâs the face of the watch, which is the deciding factor, when you buy a watch. The face of th
For e.g. if your hand has a big wrist, and you select a watch with a small face, it will look
The safest bet for males is a big watch face, while for females it is a small watch face.
The strap

Many a times, people don’t put too much of an importance on the strap of the watch. However, i

The best bet has always been a stainless steep strap. It is durable and looks good. Another op

The price

Watches come in a whole dynamic range of prices. They can suit the constraints of each and eve

Itâs advisable not to go overboard, when you buy a watch and you must spend well within your m
Resistance to water

Almost all watches, these days, are water resistant. This is really an important consideration

Make sure to ask the vendor, about the degree of resistance to water. For many watch makers, t

You won’t go wrong if you consider the above tips, while buying a watch. A word of caution her
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